
 
 

‘FROZEN IN LOVE’ 
Synopsis 

 

Mary Campbell (Rachael Leigh Cook) is a studiously cute bookworm, an uptight and buttoned-
down bookstore owner, facing the grim reality of her quaint but stagnant Denver store, formerly 
run by her retired parents, closing its doors forever.  Her brother Tyler (Madison Smith), the 
gregarious opposite of Mary, wants her to implement current ideas like podcasts and interactive 
technology.  Though traditionalist Mary believes the bookstore has survived by being something 
it is rather than trying to be something it’s not, she reluctantly agrees to seek some PR help to 
turn things around and get the bookstore out of the red.  
 
At the same time, the handsomely wild, flashy “live-in-the-moment” Denver Royals hockey star 
Adam Clayborn (Niall Matter) is suspended by Erica (Tammy Gillis), the current president of the 
team (whom he dated years prior), for 10 games for repeatedly sparring with the referee and 
being consequently ejected, and is subsequently sent to the same PR firm to help fix his 
reputation.  The PR plan is simple: pair him with someone in the community who is well-liked, 
who will balance him out, get him involved in local activities and do some volunteer work 
generating some positive press.  Mary’s bookstore sponsors the local youth hockey team, which 
Adam begrudgingly coaches.  When the two meet the young players on an outdoor ice rink, they 
quickly find themselves bickering and bantering: he calls her impossible, she calls him intractable 
-- and the press takes note; this tack isn’t helping either one of them. 
 
Next, Adam and Mary participate in a book fair, but they continue to spar, jockeying for the 
photographer’s position, and the press showcase them at odds with each other once again.  Yet 
just when the PR plan seems doomed to fail, they work together donating books to the local 
library.  While listening to Adam tell a story defending a teammate he shows a warm side of 
himself that begins thawing the tension between them, and the press wonders if they are an item.  
They then participate in a box sled race, getting along rather well, and the strategy seems to be 
working: Adam is becoming more likeable and business is picking up.  But despite the positive 
press, the bookstore is still in serious jeopardy and needs a “Showcase Idea.”  They plan a big 
40th Anniversary Party with Adam emceeing, signing posters and participating in a live podcast of 
a book chat with Mary; the party must be a huge success or the store will close. 
 
Meanwhile, after seeing Mary and Adam together in the newspaper, Erica asks Adam if things 
could have been different and asks to revisit their past relationship, which he declines; he is trying 
to become a better person and dating his boss would ruin that.  Later, at an urgently called 
meeting by Erica, she informs Adam he is needed at a VIP party for fans on the same night as the 
Anniversary party and Adam must make a difficult choice: help the bookstore, or help his own 
career.  Along the way, both Mary and Adam learn the important lesson that it doesn’t matter how 
many times you fall down, it only matters how many times you get back up again, which opens 
up two seemingly opposites for much needed change, and unexpected love.  
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